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Mauritius. In late July, the Japanese bulk 

carrier ship MV Wakashino ran aground on coral 

reefs of Pointe d’Esny, in the Indian Ocean island 

nation of Mauritius. It began leaking toxic heavy 

fuel oil from its fuel tank on August 6, and 

hundreds of thousands of gallons have spilled so 

far. By August 16th, the damaged ship had broken 

in half, with oil continuing to spill (pictured). 

France, Greece, and other nations have sent 

assistance, and local volunteers are trying to soak 

up the oil with improved materials such as straw, tights, and even human hair. However, the ecological damage is likely 

to be profound: Mauritian coral reefs, wetlands, and mangrove forests are all at risk of long-term damage from the 

influx of pollution. Yet another reason to get rid of fossil fuel use ASAP. For more, see tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill1, 

tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill2, and  tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill3.  

 

Djibouti. The Somali elephant shrew (aka sengi, pictured) is the size of a 

mouse but more closely related to elephants, mates for life, eats ants with 

its trunk-like nose, and can run at 30 kilometers per hour. They hadn’t been 

seen since 1968, but 12 individuals were rediscovered in Djibouti by a recent 

expedition! Great news! Check out tinyurl.com/SomaliSengi for more. 

 

Maine. The Maine Climate Council was created in 2019 by the always-amazing Governor Janet Mills to formulate 

strategies to transition Maine to carbon neutrality by 2045. With working groups on transportation, energy, marine 

issues, and more, their members include some of Maine’s top legislators, business leaders, activists, and scientists. Now, 

the Maine Climate Council is looking for Mainers’ thoughts on an array of proposed climate strategies. If you live in 

Maine (as many of this newsletter’s readers do) this is an incredible opportunity to influence your state’s policy on the 

most critical issue of the 21st century! An array of surveys are available, all completable online. Please, check this out at 

climatecouncil.maine.gov/surveys! 

https://tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill1
https://tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill2
https://tinyurl.com/WakashioSpill3
https://tinyurl.com/SomaliSengi
https://climatecouncil.maine.gov/surveys
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Biden-Harris. The Democratic ticket is 

set: it’s Joe Biden for President and 

Kamala Harris for Vice President. Kamala 

is a spectacular choice: aside from the 

historic step forward it would be to have a 

woman of color as Vice President, she has 

a superb record on holding fossil fuel 

companies accountable and combatting 

climate change. (For more, see 

tinyurl.com/HarrisOnClimate).  

At this point, there’s not much more to say about the 2020 election. Trump is evil, and blatantly trying to tear 

democracy apart to get reelected. Biden and Harris are fighting for decency, progress, and the restoration of America’s 

soul. And even if this was not a contest of a power-grubbing autocrat versus tribunes of the people, the differing climate 

policies alone would make this election a critical point in determining what the next hundred years and beyond will be 

like. Trump tries to prop up fossil fuels at every turn, Biden and Harris have a plan to get to net-zero carbon emissions. 

The choice is clear: vote, volunteer, and donate as much as you possibly can to the Democrats in 2020.  

 

Bricks. In a fascinating invention, scientists have used 

nanotechnology to transform bricks into energy-storing 

supercapacitors. (Supercapacitors store energy as a charge in 

solids, while batteries store it through chemical reactions). In the 

new process, the tiny pores honeycombing ordinary fired red 

bricks are filled with tiny nanofibers of conductive, charge-storing 

plastic, turning the brick a dark-blue color in the process 

(pictured). The energy density is currently at just 1% of the current standard (lithium ion batteries) but these energy 

bricks last longer, are much cheaper to make and the inventors think they could be improved tenfold by adding metal 

oxides. The process makes the bricks slightly weaker than ordinary bricks, but this shouldn’t be much of a problem: most 

bricks in modern buildings aren’t load-bearing and are used primarily in decorative facades anyway. In a decade or so, 

these could be storing power in your neighborhood. Awesome! For more, see tinyurl.com/BrickSupercapacitor.  

https://tinyurl.com/HarrisOnClimate
https://tinyurl.com/BrickSupercapacitor

